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Abstract. Using specific features of the magnetic equilibrium in the W7-X stellarator, the ECRH scenarios with

combined X2 and X3 modes are discussed. The RF beams for operation with X2 and X3 modes need to be

launched from low- and, via the remote steering launcher, high-field-side, respectivaly, in the different cross-

sections of the device where the maximum and minimum of the magnetic field located. The aim is to explore the

possibility of selective heating of the different classes of electrons, passing and trapped, by changing direction

of the beam for X3 or switching between the beams for X2 and X3 launched from the different ports. The

numerical predictions for this kind of experiments in W7-X are performed by coupled transport and ray tracing

codes.

1 Introduction

The main scientific goal of the Wendelstein 7-X stellarator

(W7-X) [1, 2] is to demonstrate good plasma confinement

with steady-state operation and reactor-relevant parame-

ters. The system for electron cyclotron resonance heating

(ECRH) in W7-X has been designed for continuous oper-

ation with total injected power up to 10 MW. The ECRH

system contains ten gyrotrons, which generate waves at

140 GHz with a power up to 1 MW or (optionally) at

105 GHz with 0.5 MW each, respectively [3, 4]. The main

ECRH scenarios are designed for operation at B0 � 2.5 T

and 140 GHz with the X2-mode (ne < 1.2 × 1020 m−3) or

O2-mode (ne < 2.4 × 1020 m−3). The main launch-ports

are situated near the “bean-shaped” poloidal plane, where

the maximum of B is located and the radial dependence

of B is tokamak-like. Launching of the power from low-

field-side (LFS) through these ports minimizes direct heat-

ing of the trapped electrons for both X2 and O2-modes.

Additionally, the RF power can to be injected using the

“remote steering launcher” (RSL) [5, 6] which allows for

rapid changing the beam directions in limits ±15◦ with re-

spect to the central line of RSL that corresponds to changes

of N‖ near the axis from 0.4 to 0.8 (the central line, marked

here as “0 deg” corresponds to N‖ � 0.6), and this opens

the new possibilities for more complex experiments.

Due to rapid redistribution over the flux-surface, the

power density absorbed by passing electrons is sufficiently

low in comparison with the rate of thermalization, Ppass

abs
�

neTeνe, that makes linear treatment to be appropriated.

Usually, similar argumentation can be applied also for

trapped electrons and this is the basic assumption for the

transport theory. However, there is a number of experi-

ments (see for example [7–11]) as well as theoretical in-

vestigations [8–10, 12, 13] which indicate significant ki-

netic effects for the transport in the case when a substantial

fraction of the RF power is absorbed by trapped electrons,

Ptrap

abs
> Ppass

abs
. This can be especially important for stel-

larators, where the trapped electrons, being locked within

the toroidal ripples, do not spread the absorbed power

toroidally over the magnetic surface, and in the poloidal

direction only do so by their precessional motion. Then,

the power absorbed by trapped electrons can be thermal-

ized only by collisions with passing electrons. In this case,

the local absorbed power density in the heated ripple can

be significantly increased,
(
dPtrap

abs
/dV
)

local
> dPabs/dV

and, in some cases, quasilinear or even non-linear [14] ef-

fects may be important (here, the left part of inequality

corresponds to the “local” density of absorbed power in

the ripple where the power is absorbed, and the right part

to the power averaged over the entire magnetic surface).

As a consequence, the generation of additional convective

losses [12] can be observed. These features are still inad-

equately explored and both experimental and theoretical

researches in this direction are desirable.

In order to study kinetic effects induced by the direct

heating of trapped electrons in W7-X, the scenarios with

high-field-side (HFS) launching near the minimum of B
can be applied since those can potentially produce the ef-

fects not accounted in the standard neoclassical theory. For

this goal, two additional ports (named as N-ports) near the

“triangular” poloidal plane have been reserved. Here, the

minimum of B is located and, in contrast to the “bean-

shaped” plane, the radial gradient of B is small and can

even change sign along the sight-line. Throught the N-

ports, the RF power has to be injected via RSL [5, 6]. Us-

ing the features of the N-ports and a unique flexibility of
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W7-X magnetic configuration, the conditions for signifi-

cant and even dominating contribution of trapped electrons

in cyclotron absorption can be found.

The W7-X magnetic configuration (a low-shear con-

figuration of the Helias type with five field periods) is quite

flexible and well optimized with respect to low neoclassi-

cal transport and good confinement of fast particles. For

a choice from the configuration space, there are several

options: the “standard” magnetic configuration, the “low-

mirrors” and the “high-mirrors” configurations with the

various ratio B01/B00 (here, Bnm is the Fourier harmonic

with n as poloidal and m as toroidal number). While for

the “standard” magnetic configuration an operation with

both the 2nd and 3rd harmonics is possible only using the

different frequencies (105 GHz for X2 and 140 GHz for

X3) and reduced magnetic field, B00 = 1.69 T, for the

“high-mirror” configuration with sufficiently large mirror-

ratio the heating of both X2 and X3 at the same frequency

is possible for the nominal magnetic field about 2.5 T.

The present work is devoted to study of two ECRH

scenarios with changing the fraction of trapped electrons

responsible for the absorption. The first one, with the

“standard” magnetic configuration, B01/B00 = 0.043, is

the operation with the RF beams of 105 GHz (X2-mode)

and 140 GHz (X3-mode) injected from the different ports.

In the second scenario, with the “high-mirror” configura-

tion, B01/B00 = 0.246, both X2 and X3 heating are pro-

duced at the same frequency, 140 GHz, for the beams

launched from the different ports (for X2 from the main

ports located near the “bean-shaped” plane, and X3 from

the N-ports near the “triangular” plane). While the X2-

mode is absorbed near the maximum of B only by passing

electrons, the power fraction from the X3-mode absorbed

near the minimum of B by trapped electrons can be varied

practically from zero to almost complete absorption.

Simulations were performed with help of the following

numerical tools: 3D ray-tracing code TRAVIS [15] coupled

self-consistently with the 1D-transport code NTSS [16],

which is based on comprehensive neoclassical and sim-

ple turbulent transport models. The magnetic equilibriums

with finite-β effects accounted were precalculated by the

VMEC code [17] as well as the transport coefficients calcu-

lated by the DKES code [18]. The present understanding

and all theoretical assumptions that adopted for modeling

are based on the substantial experience from W7-AS and

other experiments [8, 9, 11, 19].

2 LFS X2 + HFS X3 with steering via RSL
in “standard” configuration

The first example of selective heating of the trapped elec-

trons is based on the combined LFS X2 and HFS X3 sce-

nario with rapid changing via RSL the direction of the X3

beam and, respectively, significantly changed the fraction

of power absorbed by trapped electrons.

In the simulations, eight 105 GHz beams of X2-mode

with 0.5 MW each are assumed to be launched from LFS

close to the “bean-shaped” plane. For illustration, one

X2-mode beam is shown in Fig. 1 (top). The RF power
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Figure 1. Projections of the different RF beams onto the RZ

cross-sections are shown. The toroidal angle of the cross-section

corresponds to where the deposition is maximal. B-isolines to-

gether with the resonance value (magenta) are shown. The ab-

sorption is shown in red. Top: the beam at 105 GHz (X2-mode)

launched from LFS close to the “bean-shaped” plane (main port

near the maximum of B). In the absorption zone N‖ � −0.25.

Bottom: the beam at 140 GHz (X3-mode) launched from HFS

near the “triangular” plane (N-port near the minimum of B). In

absorption zone N‖ � 0.6.

is deposited in the central region but off-axis, since the

resonance magnetic field is shifted to the high-field side.

The obliqueness is not very large (in the absorption zone

N‖ � −0.25) and the Doppler shift is not significant. All

the X2-beams have practically the same deposition profiles

with complete single-pass absorption (total power 4 MW).

The angles for co- and counter-directed beams are chosen

in such a way that the residual current drive would be suf-

ficient for compensation of the bootstrap current.

Two RF beams in X3-mode (140 GHz) with 1 MW

each are launched from HFS near the “triangular plane”

using the “remote steering launcher” (RSL) [5, 6], and di-

rection of the beams can be changed practically immedi-
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Figure 2. Plasma profiles established for combined LFS X2 +HFS X3 heating with Ptotal
RF = 6 MW in “standard” magnetic configuration

are shown. The results for “0 deg” direction of X3 is shown by dot-dashed lines and for “+15 deg” by solid lines. Left: density (fixed

in simulations, assumed to be controlled). Middle: electron and ion temperature profiles for both cases, “0 deg” and “+15 deg”. Right:

radial electric field for both cases.

ately in the limits ±15 degree from the central line of the

launcher. While the angle “-15 deg” is far from the optimal

due to strong refraction (N‖ � 0.8), here, only two direc-

tions, marked as “0 deg” and “+15 deg”, are considered

(in Fig. 1 (bottom), the beam for “0 deg” is shown). Both

these angles correspond to rather high obliqueness, with

N‖ � 0.5 − 0.6 and N‖ � 0.4 − 0.5 in absorption zone, re-

spectively. For the X3-mode plasma is optically gray, but

the single-pass absorption is high enough, varying from

85% for “0 deg” to 98% for “+15 deg”.

In the simulations, neoclassical core confinement with

empirical anomalous transport at the plasma edge is as-

sumed. The anomalous diffusivity is taken to scale in-

versely with the plasma density in the region of high

density gradient and to decay exponentially towards the

plasma axis. In the transport code, the radial electric

field, electron and ion temperatures are calculated self-

consistently with the power deposition profiles calculated

by the ray-tracing code. The shape of the density pro-

file, shown in Fig. 2 (left), with a gradient region of about

10 cm is fixed and ne(0) = 0.5 × 1020 m−3 (the cut-off for

X2-mode at the frequency 105 GHz is 0.68 × 1020 m−3).

For this density plasmas with Te > 1 keV are optically

thick for X2 with highly localized deposition profiles.

The temperature profiles predicted by transport simula-

tions (Fig. 2 (middle)) are flat within the normalized radius

ρ < 0.28, with Te(0) � 5.1 keV and Ti(0) � 2.4 keV. In

Fig. 2 (right) also the radial electric field is shown. One

can see that Er is very small within the heated region. The

most important is that the predicted profiles are practically

the same for both checked cases which correspond to the

different directions of the X3 beams.

For comparison, direction of the beam for HFS X3-

mode is changed to be along the “0 deg” line. Since the de-

position profile of the 4 MW, X2-mode contribution hardly

changes, the temperature profiles predicted by the trans-

port code are practically the same, the deposition of 2 MW

from the X3-mode is shifted toward the axis; see Fig. 3

(c). However, the main effect is the following: trapped

electrons absorb in this case approximately 94% from the

X3-mode, that is about 28% of the total absorbed power;

see Fig. 3 (d).

Since the fraction of power absorbed by trapped elec-

trons from the HFS X3 mode injected near the “triangu-

lar” plane is sensitive to the location of the resonance, it is

also sensitive to the plasma β-value. The modeling is per-

formed for the “standard” magnetic configuration with the

parabolic β-profile and 〈β〉 = 2% (this value is consistent

with the transport calculations which give 〈β〉 � 2.5%).

The magnetic field with B00(0) = 1.693 T guarantees ap-

propriate operation for both X2 at 105 GHz near the main

ports with Bmax(0) = 1.768 T and X3 at 140 GHz near the

N-ports with Bmin(0) = 1.663 T.

For both directions, which are very oblique with N‖ �
0.4 and N‖ � 0.5, respectively, the condition for cyclotron

absorption, nωce/ω ≥ (1−N2
‖ )1/2, is satisfied for 140 GHz

and n = 3 practically for more than half the first ray path

inside the plasma (see Fig. 1, bottom). Since the rate of

absorption for X3 is roughly one order magnitude weaker

than for X2-mode, the width of the deposition profile is

very broad (compare the length about 1 m with few cm for

X2). Due to the weak |∇B| along the ray, the normalized

energy of resonant electrons responsible for the absorption

varies only slightly along the ray trajectory, Eres/Te ∼ 4.

The most important difference between the two directions

is the location of the resonance line in momentum space.

For “+15 deg”, only the electrons with u‖ < 0 are involved

in the resonance, while for “0 deg” the resonance line oc-

cupies both half-planes, u‖ ≤ 0 and u‖ ≥ 0. By steering of

X3 beams by RSL and redirecting significant part of power

(from 5% to 28% of 6 MW) to the different fractions of

electrons, locally trapped or passing, kinetic effects in ra-

dial transport can be studied.

3 Partial replacement of LFS X2 by HFS X3
in “high-mirror” configuration

The second example of the selective heating of trapped

electrons is based on partial replacement of the X2-

mode launched near the maximum of B by the X3 mode

launched near the minimum of B in the magnetic con-

figuration with high mirror-ratio, B01/B00 = 0.246 and

Bmax/Bmin = 1.64. This scenario is more attractive than

a use of the “standard” configuration since the resonance

conditions with the same frequency, 140 GHz, can be
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Figure 3. Total deposition profiles (see (a) and (c)) and its integrals (see (b) and (d)) for all RF beams with Ptotal
RF = 6 MW are shown.

(a-b): the case “+15 deg” with small heating of trapped electrons, 15% of the X3 power and Ptrap

abs
/Ptotal

abs
� 0.05. (c-d): the case “0 deg”

with significant heating of trapped electrons, 94% of X3-mode power and Ptrap

abs
/Ptotal

abs
� 0.28.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

satisfied near the maximum and minimum of B for both

the X2 and X3 modes, respectively, and no reduction

of the magnetic field is required. In this configuration,

however, dependence of single-pass absorption from the

launch-angle is more critical than for the case considered

above, and only one angle for injection can be applied,

“+15 deg”, for which single-pass absorption is approxi-

mately 92% with negligible fraction of power absorbed by

passing electrons. For this scenario, the ray trajectories are

not shown in the figure, but qualitatively they are similar

to those shown in Fig. 1 with only the difference that the

absorption for X2 is LFS shifted.

For the pure X2 scenario, five beams 1 MW each are

assumed to be launched through the main ports. Two of

them are co- and three are counter-directed with respect

to the toroidal field that guaranties a compensation of the

bootstrap current. In order to switch from pure X2 to the

combined X2 & X3 scenario, two beams, one co- and

one counter-directed, have to be replaced by two beams

launched from the N-ports. In this case, the total current

drive as well as its profile are not changed much and dis-

turbance of the ι-profile and of magnetic configuration is

minimized.

Simulations were performed for the density ne(0) =

0.75 × 1020 m−3, Fig. 4 (left), with the aforementioned

transport model. The equilibrium was calculated for

parabolic β-profile with β = 0.02. The temperature pro-

files (see Fig. 4, middle) are flat in the center with Te(0) �
2.5 keV and Ti(0) � 2.0 keV. From Fig. 4 one can see also

that near ρ � 0.3, where the peak of X2 deposition profile

is localed (see Fig. 5), the radial electric field is positive

indicating the “electron root” in confinement. Due to a

several factors (somewhat higher density and lower power,

and, additionally, the different transport properties of the

chosen magnetic configuration), the electron temperature

is approximately half of the values obtained in the scenario

described in previous section.

The oblique LFS X2-mode with N‖ � 0.25 produces

well localized off-axis heating with the deposition profile

in 0.15 < ρ < 0.4 (see Fig. 5 (a-b)) with the maximum of

dPX2
abs
/dV located near ρ � 0.3. Plasma is optically thick

for X2 and the power is absorbed near the maximum of

B only by passing electrons, i.e. Ptrap

abs
= 0, with the main

energy of the resonance electrons at about E/Te ∼ 4. This

case, with 5 MW of pure LFS X2 heating, is quite typical

for ECRH scenarios and no significant deviation from the

transport predictions is expected.

The case of combined LFS X2 (3 MW) and HFS X3

(2 MW) is more complex. Again, plasma for X3 mode is

optically gray and very broad deposition profile appears.

Similar to above considered scenario, HFS launch of X3

is very oblique with N‖ � 0.5, the condition for cyclotron

absorption, nωce/ω ≥ (1−N2
‖ )1/2, is satisfied for 140 GHz

and n = 3 practically from the entrance of the beam

in plasma. The normalized energy of resonant electrons

varies only slightly along the ray trajectory, Eres/Te ∼ 4.

As it is shown in Fig. 5 (c-d), approximately half of the

power from the X3 mode (i.e. 1 MW that is 20% of the to-

tal power) is absorbed strongly off-axis, ρ > 0.4, while the

rest of power from X3 is absorbed in the central domain,

making the peaked deposition profile. The most important

is that due to specific B-dependence along the sight-line,

only trapped electrons are responsible for absorption of X3

mode and Ptrap

abs
/Ptotal

abs
� 40%.
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Figure 4. Plasma profiles established for pure LFS X2 (dot-dashed lines) and combined LFS X2 + HFS X3 (solid lines) heating with

Ptotal
RF = 5 MW in “high-mirror” magnetic configuration are shown. Left: density (fixed in simulations, assumed to be controlled).

Middle: electron and ion temperature profiles for both cases, pure LFS X2 and combined LFS X2 + HFS X3 heating. Right: radial

electric field for both cases.

4 Summary

In this paper, preliminary results of numerical simulations

of ECRH scenarios in the W7-X stellarator with selec-

tive heating of trapped/passing electrons by the X3-mode

(140 GHz) launched from HFS near the “triangular” plane

(minimum of B) are presented. Two scenarios were con-

sidered: the first one is the operation with “standard” mag-

netic configuration and reduced magnetic field, where the

HFS X3-heating at 140 GHz is supposed to be combined

with LFS X2-heating at 105 GHz, and the second scenario

is operation with “high-mirror” configuration where both

LFS X2 as well as HFS X3 can be applied with the same

frequency 140 GHz. Calculations were performed by cou-

pled transport and ray-tracing codes.

For the first scenario it was shown that the power frac-

tion absorbed by trapped electrons from HFS X3 is very

sensitive to the launch conditions. In particular, chang-

ing the launch angle for the X3 beam from “0 deg” to

“+15 deg”, Ptrap

abs
is increasing from 15% to 94% from

the power of X3 beam (here, “0 deg” marks the central

line of RSL that corresponds to N‖ � 0.6 near the axis

and “+15 deg” to N‖ � 0.4). For the second scenario,

it was shown that partial replacement of LFS X2 heating

by HFS X3 produces significant redistribution of the ab-

sorbed power between the different fraction of electrons

while the plasma profiles are only weakly affected. In par-

ticular, Ptrap

abs
for the considered case is changing from zero

to 40% of Ptotal
abs

, i.e. 2 MW from 5 MW of total injected

power can be rapidly redirected from the passing to locally

trapped electrons of the same energy range.

The power densities shown in Fig. 3 as well in Fig. 5

were calculated under the assumption that the absorbed

power is spread over the entire flux surface. However, this

is strictly true only for passing electrons. In contrast, the

power density calculated by the code for the trapped elec-

trons does not take into account the geometrical factor re-

lated to the reduced volume occupied by trapped electrons

that are locked within toroidal ripples. As a consequence,

the local power density in the cyclotron interaction can be

increased significantly, and quasilinear effects may play a

non-negligible role. Such effects need to be studied with

help of more sophisticated kinetic modeling.

In discussion of possible rapid changes in the X3

mode absorption, the characteristic times for reaction of

the magnetic configuration need to be estimated. With

changing the direction of HFS X3 or partial replacement

of LFS X2 by HFS X3 heating, the deposition and plasma

profiles are re-establishing within the energy confinement

time, τE � 0.25 sec. The magnetic equilibrium adopts the

finite-β effects also with this characteristic time. The char-

acteristic time for establishing the plasma current profile

(bootstrap current and ECCD with the inductive screening

current) is defined by the diffusive skin-time, τJ � 4 sec.

This means that the equilibrium adopts the new ι-profile

much slowly than the β-profile. Since the plasma pro-

files are only weakly affected by changing the launch con-

ditions or replecement of the modes, the optimal period

for modulation via RSL without significant disturbance of

the magnetic equilibria can be chosen from the condition

τE � Δt � τJ . Taking into account that τE and τJ dif-

fer of only one order, this condition can be satisfied only

marginally if the time period is chosen about 0.3 – 1 sec.

However, this time seems to be reasonable for studying in

W7-X experiments the kinetic effects specific for stellara-

tors which are not included in the standard neoclassical

transport theory.
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